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Hemanta Mukherjee (16 June 1920 â€“ 26 September 1989); often credited as Hemant Kumar outside
Bengal) was an Indian music director, composer and playback singer,who sang in Bengali, Hindi and other
Indian languages.He is also one of the known artists of Rabindra Sangeet.He won two National awards for
the category best male playback singer. [citation needed
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Jagjit Singh was born in Sri Ganganagar, Rajasthan, India (then Bikaner State). His father Sardar Amar
Singh Dhiman was a surveyor with government's public works department and hailed from village Dalla,
District Ropar in Punjab and mother Sardarni Bachchan Kaur was a housewife who was raised in a deeply
religious family in Ottallan village near Samralla.
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